Figure 1. Functional Anatomy of the Human Tongue
Diagram of a human tongue, highlighting the regional preferences to sweet, sour, bitter, and salty stimuli. Note that, while different areas of the tongue display strong preferences to certain taste modalities, there is significant overlap between the various regions. Also shown, in expanded scale, are the three different types of taste papillae and their corresponding topographic distribution (for simplicity, taste buds were only drawn in one side of the papillae folds). We thank MH for posing for this diagram.
examined the subcellular localization of these receptors similarity and are distinguished from other GPCRs by the presence of a very long N-terminal extracellular domain and show they are optimally positioned to recognize and respond to taste stimuli.
proposed to encode the ligand-binding site (see Figure  2b ). Because TR1 is expressed in very few circumvallate taste receptor cells, we presumed that additional recepResults and Discussion tor(s) may be found in circumvallate taste buds. We therefore carried out PCR and low-stringency screens Isolation of GPCRs Expressed in Taste Receptor Cells on rat circumvallate, foliate, and fungiform cDNAs to isolate possible members of a gene family. A single Sweet and bitter taste transduction are thought to be mediated by different signaling mechanisms employing additional receptor (TR2, Figures 2 and 3) was isolated following exhaustive screens (see Experimental Procedistinct membrane receptors. We hypothesized that such receptors are likely to be tissue and cell specific, dures). TR1 and TR2 share ‫%04ف‬ amino acid identity with each other, and each displays ‫%03ف‬ identity with and we designed a screening strategy to identify molecules expressed in subsets of taste receptor cells. In the CaSR and 22%-30% amino acid identity with V2R pheromone receptors and mGluRs. As expected, TR1 essence, we generated a subtracted cDNA library from rat circumvallate papillae (Hoon and Ryba, 1997) and and TR2 contain all the hallmarks of this superfamily of membrane receptors, including seven putative transconstructed a collection of single-cell cDNA libraries using RNA isolated from individual rat taste receptor membrane segments, a series of conserved cysteine residues in the extracellular domain, and several concells (Dulac and Axel, 1995) . The libraries were screened for sequences preferentially expressed in taste cells by served short sequence motifs scattered throughout the molecule. In situ hybridizations to a variety of non-taste differential hybridizations with cDNA probes prepared from taste and non-taste tissue; candidate clones were tissues, including the main olfactory epithelium, vomeronasal organ, and brain, did not detect any TR1 or TR2 assayed for taste cell specificity by in situ hybridization to tissue sections of rat tongue. These screens identified signals.
In efforts to further define the sequence relationships a number of genes specifically expressed in taste receptor cells (data not shown), including a novel G proteinbetween TR1 and TR2 and to identify additional related GPCRs, we screened genomic and cDNA libraries for coupled receptor expressed in a small subset of receptor cells in taste buds of rat and mouse circumvallate homologous sequences in mouse and human DNA. We isolated the mouse and human orthologs of TR1 and papillae (clone TR1, Figures 2a and 2b) . This receptor defines a new subgroup of GPCRs (Figure 3) Figure 3 for the full alignment of TR1 and TR2).
TR1 and TR2 Are Expressed in Distinct Subsets
The different papillae display a marked bias in their sensitivity to different tastants (Hoffmann, 1875; Frank et of Taste Receptor Cells As illustrated for the human tongue in Figure 1, recordings of nerve activity in rodents indicate that cirexamined) but is expressed in all circumvallate taste buds (b, e, and f). This differential expression profile is cumvallate papillae are particularly sensitive to bitter compounds, while fungiform papillae are strongly bialso found in the palate. TR1 is expressed in all geschmackstreifen taste buds, each with many TR1-positive ased to salty and sweet stimuli. In addition to the tongue, other parts of the oral cavity also have taste buds; these cells. However, TR2 is found in only a small number of the geschmackstreifen buds, and these have only a few are particularly concentrated in the palate epithelium in an area known as the geschmackstreifen ("taste stripe").
TR2-positive cells (j-l). In situ hybridizations to foliate papillae showed that both TR1 and TR2 are expressed These taste buds have strong sweet responses and poor bitter sensitivity (Nejad, 1986; Krimm et al., 1987 The high degree of topographic discrimination between TR1 and TR2 was independently examined by papillae (less than 10% of circumvallate taste buds contain a TR1-positive cell) but is expressed in all fungiform performing RT-PCR reactions with RNA from rat and mouse circumvallate papillae. We designed PCR oligotaste buds (a, c, and d). In contrast, TR2 is almost undetectable in fungiform papillae (we have observed a single nucleotide primers that could selectively amplify TR1 and TR2 sequences and used them for profiling TR1 positive receptor cell in over 200 fungiform taste buds Ͻ1 ( 
